Ride the Wave of Global Trade

**NAVIS CAREER INFORMATION SESSION**

- **Date:** November 2nd, 2015
- **Location:** Wean Hall, Room 8427
- **Time:** 5:30PM – 7:00PM
- **Position:** Software Engineer

(ATTENTION: STUDENTS APPLY VIA TartanTRAK)

*On-campus interviews on November 3rd, 2015*

**Who are you?**
You are a super programmer graduating with a degree in Computer Science or ECE this Fall or Spring. You love to create software that makes a difference. Most importantly, you want to see the world! **Apply to Navis today!** Resume submission period ends **October 20th, 2015.**

**Meet our Team**
Come and meet John Scattergood and Guillaume Miara to learn about our plans for global supply chain technology dominance and get a glimpse of what it’s like to work in a fast paced enterprise software world.

**A glimpse into our World**
Navis is a global software market leader building and implementing advanced real time terminal operating systems and advanced optimization solutions for ports around the world. From Long Beach to Hong Kong, Dubai to Rio, and London to Busan, Navis delivers enterprise software that is at the heart of running mission critical operations.

Our most recent work centers on advanced algorithms, new web technologies and robotic vehicles that are leading the way in automation and optimization in the industry and will drive the future of supply chain operations.

---

**JOHN SCATTERGOOD**
Chief Architect
United States Merchant Marine Academy
BS Maritime Operations & Technology

**GUILLAUME MIARA**
Consultant, Optimization Services
École Centrale Paris
BS + MS Engineering
UC Berkeley
MEng IEOR

Find out more about our opportunities at: [www.navis.com/about/careers](http://www.navis.com/about/careers)